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Do you regularly experience dizziness or vertigo?
Hibiscus Neuro Rehab provides a
highly regarded vestibular
rehabilitation service.
The vestibular system includes
parts of the inner ear and brain
that help control balance and eye
movements. If the system is
damaged by disease, aging, or
injury, vestibular disorders can
result, and are often associated
with vertigo and dizziness. They
can have a hugely negative impact
on a person’s daily life.
Dizziness can restrict a person’s
day to day activities. It also leads to
an increased risk of falls and a
more sedentary lifestyle.
In fact studies show around 15
per cent of the population
experience dizziness, and one in
three people visit their doctor
complaining about ongoing
dizziness.
These conditions are common
but largely misunderstood, so
people don’t always know what to
do, or even where to go to receive
help.
If you experience any symptoms
your first point of call should be
Sarah Hopkins from Hibiscus Neuro

Rehab.
Sarah says there is strong
evidence to support canal
repositioning techniques for BPPV
and exercises for other vestibular
disorders are effective at reducing
symptoms of vestibular disorders
and improve function.
Vestibular disorders can occur
from something as simple as an ear
infection to something more
complex like a brain injury. The
underlying cause of symptoms is a
mismatch of sensory information
between the eyes and ears, and the
position sensors in the feet and
neck.
Impairment can also cause
nystagmus where the eyes look
involuntarily from side to side in a
rapid, swinging motion rather than
staying fixed on an object or
person.
Vestibular rehabilitation is a
branch of physiotherapy, which is
often is provided by neurological
physiotherapists.
The good news is there are some
excellent treatments to help with
this condition too.
In the past patients, from

children to 90 year olds, have been
successfully treated. It doesn’t
matter how long you’ve had these
symptoms either – after 18 years
it’s possible to reach a positive
outcome.
Sarah regularly treats all age
groups in a home-based setting, or
at the Health Hub in Karepiro Drive,
and takes a holistic approach.
Rehabilitation exercises can often
be done in your own home,
outdoors or at the beach.
The benefits of seeing someone
with so much experience is they
can assess and screen you fully and
properly.
‘‘If you have any concerns you
should give me a call,’’ Sarah says.
‘‘We encourage independence and
achieving individual goals.’’
Sarah lives locally in Army Bay
and can travel to people’s homes
for treatments. She is joined by two
other physiotherapists Ulrika Viking
and Manuela Stadler.
If you have any questions feel
free to give Sarah a call on 09 424
3254, email sarah@hibiscus
neurorehab.co.nz or visit
www.hibiscusneurorehab.co.nz.

Sarah Hopkins on Orewa Beach showing some of the rehabilitation
exercises that can be used to successfully treat vestibular
disorders associated with vertigo, imbalance and dizziness.

WE LISTEN : YOU HEAR
Hearing Loss is a Pain! We understand that.
Making the decision to inves gate and possibly overcome a
hearing loss is a big one: you don’t need hearing aids, right?

Together
strengthening
brain health
through
rehabilitation
and prevention

WE MAKE THE PROCESS AS EASY AS POSSIBLE FOR YOU
“I’d put this oﬀ for years, but you made it a breeze!” Mr. H. (Silverdale)
“This is unreal! It’s just like having my own ears back!” Mr. T. (Manly)
“You guys are so lovely, I always feel welcome.” Mrs. B. (Stanmore Bay)

Don’t just take our wonderful clients’ words for it, come and
ﬁnd out how great it feels to have the very best hearing care.
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Easy Claim

AU-7328091BL

Our friendly physiotherapy team, provide an innovative supportive
neurological rehabilitation service. We aim to provide high quality
accessible rehabilitation that encourages independence. Working
with you to achieve your personal and functional goals.

THE PLAZA, WHANGAPARAOA
WWW.HEARAGAIN.CO.NZ

Visit mags4gifts.co.nz/sunday-star-times
Or call 0800 SUNDAY (786 329)

It’s not Sunday
without it.

PHONE:

09 4246035

09 424 3254 or 0221270098
www.hibiscusneurorehab.co.nz
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Dentures?

STANMORE BAY

CHOOSE CAREFULLY
AND DON’T COMPROMISE
ON QUALITY.

DENTURE SERVICE

THE DENTURE PLACE IS A
BOUTIQUE CLINIC OFFERING
AFFORDABLE PERSONAL CARE.

Our number one goal is that denturess function
properly and look great.

ALL WORK IS FULLY GUARANTEED.
D.
FOR A FREE NO OBLIGATION CONSULTATION
ONSULTATIO

Call Julie 0800 248374 or 09 4243222
58 Rawhiti Road,Manly, Whangaparaoa
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Denture

AU-7460170AA

SUBSCRIBE NOW

AU-7331771AS

We offer Rehabilitation for these and other neurological conditions
Stroke | Parkinson’s disease | Dizziness and balance

• Relines • Repairs
• New Dentures
• Free Consultation
• Free Quotes
• Partial Dentures
• Mouthguards
Same day repairs and relines

DAE HUN KIM

Regd. Clinical Dental Technician

PH: 0800 233 688 or
09 424 7004
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592, Unit G, Whangaparaoa Rd
BEHIND NEW WORLD

